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Seeds of Resurrection – April 8, 2018 
 
Just a thought to share with you this week.  
The week was a bit calmer so I made some time to work outside. 
 
I got the veg garden cleaned out and planted. Kale, carrots, spinach, lettuce and 
arugula and a small hill of summer squash.  I was done and cleaning up tools and 
thinking- as I often do- does this simple act illustrate anything about following Jesus?  
 
Yes it does: Planting seeds as little a thing as it is, is an act of hope.  
Sure it’s not very taxing. It doesn’t’ require much but the simple act-making the row, 
carefully flicking the seed out of the package into the row, not too much not too little- is 
hopeful to the core. 
 
I have hope that one day the little seeds I dropped carefully into the dirt will die and 
send down roots and send up shoots that will grow into delicious plants that will 
become part of my salad world. And that hope is firmly founded on prior years’ 
evidence. So planting the seeds is a picture of faith and hope.  
 
Last week we talked about Jesus’ Resurrection- how foolish it seems to the world. 
Then we heard about resurrection believers doing foolish things- by the world’s 
standard- because of the Resurrection.  
 
The woman following Jesus into ministry without knowing where He was leading. The 
little girl with leprosy who started a church in Laos, the brilliant mathematician who 
prefers sharing Jesus, some who take unjust treatment with courage and love for their 
enemies, and a father hoping to raise his son to be a good man [Jesus] though he 
knows, by the world’s standards, the boy may look like a fool.  
 
As I stood outside my garden fence I thought: all those stories are about planting 
seeds in faith and hope because of Jesus’ resurrection AND ALL THAT IT IMPLIES. 
 
And that reminded me of 1Cor 15 and one of my favorite things about that entire 
amazing chapter- which is the conclusion to which it comes.  
Listen:  1Cor 15: 1-57 
Then: now listen to the conclusion 
. NAS 1Cor. 15:58    Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work 

of the Lord, knowing that your toil is not in vain in the Lord.   
Listen to it again… 
NLT-SE 1Cor 15:58  So, my dear brothers and sisters, be strong and immovable Always work enthusiastically 

for the Lord, for you know that nothing you do for the Lord is ever useless.  
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NJB 1Cor. 15:58   So, my dear brothers, keep firm and immovable, always abounding in energy for the Lord’s 

work, being sure that in the Lord none of your labors is wasted.  

 

NIV 1Cor. 15:58     Therefore, my dear brothers, stand firm. Let nothing move you. Always give yourselves 

fully to the work of the Lord, because you know that your labor in the Lord is not in vain. 

 

Everything Paul teaches about Jesus’ rez and ours comes down to this: 
Give yourself fully to the work of the Lord because you know that your labor …is not in vain.  

always abounding in energy for the Lord’s work, being sure that in the Lord none of your labors is wasted.  

Always work enthusiastically for the Lord, for you know that nothing you do for the Lord is ever useless.  

 
The point: because of the Resurrection and everything it implies [all creation put to rights] 
no seed you plant for the Kingdom is ever wasted, useless or in vain. No effort you 
make for the Kingdom of God is an act of futility. All of it will last to the very end. 
 
It’s true that nothing you and I can do can bring the Kingdom of God into being.  
But because of the resurrection what we do NOW matters. Every seed you plant in 
faith and hope- no matter the size- will last. It will matter and its fruit will be obvious in 
the completed Kingdom.  
 
One author puts this beautifully so I shall not try to improve on it:  
"Every act of love, gratitude, and kindness; every work of art or music inspired by the love of God and 
delight in the beauty of his creation; every minute spent teaching a severely handicapped child to 
read or to walk; every act of care and nurture, of comfort and support, for one’s fellow nonhuman 
creatures; and of course every prayer, all Spirit-led teaching, every deed that spreads the gospel, 
builds up the church, embraces and embodies holiness rather than corruption, and makes the name 
of Jesus honored in the world – all of this will find its way, through the resurrecting power of God, into 
the new creation that God will one day make. That is the logic of the mission of God.” 
 

Every Kingdom-driven seed you put into the ground of this world will not be wasted. 
Because of the Resurrection it will bear fruit. You may not see it now. But you will. So 
stand firm, work enthusiastically for the Lord, for you know that nothing you do for the Lord is ever useless 

 

This last week there was a big example of this. You may have seen it.  
Covenant Church of Carrollton, Texas- it’s a mega church [14k members, 8K in 
weekend attendance] They typically spend $100K promoting their Easter services.  
This year they took that promo money [a really big seed- by any accounting] and 
approached  RIP Medical debt- an American nonprofit that buys up and abolishes medical 

debt. Since medical debt can be bought by collection agencies for a fraction of what 
they’re worth, Covenant Churches $100,000 translates to over $10 million in medical 
debt that has now been lifted off the shoulders of struggling Texas families.  
 
Their “little seed” set 4,229 families free from their medical debt. [The amazing thing is they 

somehow were able to target families within a 20 mile radius of the church.] 
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Obviously that seed is producing a lot of Kingdom fruit we can see right now.  
But imagine the explosion we’ll see come Jesus’ return.  
 
Now…this is not unlike things we do –on a slightly smaller scale: LWI, Shelter, Food Bank, 
Benevolent Fund etc. Our seeds may be smaller but they are not in vain because of 
the Resurrection and all it implies.   
So the encouragement is keep putting your seeds in the ground- all of it will last 
and the fruit will be obvious come the completed Kingdom 
 
Now here’s a question for you. Something I’m thinking about and something I want you 
to think about too. We’re a little more than a month out from Rhody Fest. And we do a 
lot of seed planting via service on parade day: The Queen’s Court using our basement 
for a royalty reception, our bake sale and of course our restrooms open.  
 
But what other seeds of kindness or comfort or blessing could we plant on Rhody 
Saturday? What else could we do to make the people in FBC’s immediate vicinity have 
the best day possible. What else can we do to be a blessing to our neighbors on this 
important Community day??  
 
You think about the seeds we might plant and let me know your ideas.  
 
We have a built-in opportunity before us come May 19. How can we enthusiastically 
work for the Lord on this day- knowing that no seed we plant will be planted in vain.  
Because nothing you do for the Lord is ever useless.  
 
 
 
 
. 
 


